Abstract. At present, deep learning has been recognized as the best research direction of face recognition. This paper describes the basic principle of neural network technology, uses deep learning framework Caffe to build neural network, and realizes face recognition by experiment. It also puts forward the major issues for face recognition research by the use of neural network, which provides reference for construction and implementation of Caffe Face Recognition.
Introduction
Deep learning is a branch of characterization learning in machine learning, which uses unsupervised or semi-supervised feature learning and efficient algorithms for hierarchical feature extraction instead of manual feature retrieval. To date, many deep learning frameworks have been developed, such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Deeper Belief Network and Recurrent Neural Network, which have been applied in computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing and achieved good results [1] . In 2012, Hinton's team won the first place in ImageNet Image Classification Contest with deep learning, in which the accuracy rate was more than 10%. Subsequently, Google released a search engine based on image content with deep learning model, and found that the accuracy of image search has been greatly improved. In ImageNet ILSVRC competition of 2013, all the top 20 teams used deep learning techniques. In this paper, a deep learning framework Caffe is used to build a suitable neural network for face detection on Windows platform to train the available Caffe model for face recognition.
are many ways to achieve this, such as SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) algorithm used in this paper.
Based on this principle, many advanced neural networks have emerged. The convolutional neural network used in this paper is a further deep multi-layer neural network which extracts the features of images of different levels from the shallow to deep by convolution operation, and uses neural network training process to automatically adjust the convolution kernel parameters of the entire network, which produces the most suitable classification features unsupervisedly. Its weight sharing network structure reduces the complexity of the network model and reduces the number of weights.This advantage is more obvious when the input of the network is multi-dimensional image, so the image can be directly used as the input of the network, which avoids the complicated feature extraction and data reconstruction process in the traditional recognition algorithm. 2.2 SGD algorithm principle [5] .
One of the input samples from the classification is taken and output after passing through the filter. The output characteristic is predicted as the classification of the input ŷ = f(x). For the set of sample z(x, y), there is a loss function l(f(x), y) that measures the accuracy of this filter. is related to the weight of this filter structure. Since the structure of the filter is fixed, is essentially determined by its weight, which can be written as f w , and the loss function can also be written as l(f w (x), y). Considering from another perspective, this loss function can also be regarded as a two-dimensional function of and, so there is formula (1) .
The smaller the two-dimensional function is, the more appropriate the filter will be, that is, the more appropriate the filter weights will be. To be more accurately, it is the weight of this layer is more appropriate. However, is a two-dimensional function, it is obviously unreasonable to look for a set of input to change and to find out the minimum value of , so another approach is needed to modify to make be approximation minimum. Given that the gradient of Q(z, w) at point (z, w) ∇Q is the fastest Q vector at this point, negative gradient -∇Q is necessarily the fastest declining vector. And because is an input sample, adjusting here is pointless and needs adjusting. For convenience, the following 鈭? Q refer to the component of direction. Therefore, on this basis, at least adjust to this direction, see formula (2) .
(2) The above formula (2) is Gradient Descent. Negative gradients of are required to all the points of the current input z i and weight w t groups. The average value is multiplied by coefficient and is taken as the offset factor of w t . This obviously makes it possible to make to a more suitable value. However, the amount of computation is relatively large, and a set of z t can be selected randomly from all the current inputs to obtain gradients to simplify the process [6] . This is the random gradient descent method SGD algorithm:
In Caffe framework, use SGD algorithm for driving:
However, the fact is that some input deviations are large, and the gradient directions may be different for each sample. Therefore, if one sample is taken at a time to update, the scattered gradient directions may lead to that the network cannot converge [7] . So when real training, each training at the same time, test multiple samples. In Caffe framework, in a training, the number of test samples is determined by parameter batch_size.
Deep Learning Framework Caffe
It is very difficult to realize a full neural network. Deep learning framework can greatly improve efficiency in building a neural network. In this paper, deep learning framework Caffe of BVLC is chosen and Microsoft-Caffe on Windows platform is used to develop. Caffe is the most commonlyused one in open source deep learning framework.
In Caffe, the neural network consists of multiple layers. There are many types of these Layers, which are responsible for a variety of different functions. Parameters can be used to adjust Layer functions. The inputs and outputs of Layer are generally Blob, and data flow between layers is in the form of Blob. The filter shall correspond to a Layer in Caffe (a Layer often contains one or more filters). The feature images generated by the filter shall correspond to Blob in Caffe. Build a network of multiple Layer, and then adjust the parameters, feature extraction can be achieved.
The main Layed their parameters of Caffe are as follows: 1) Data layer: Entrance of data to be input to the network. This layer often carry out some data preprocessings, such as subtracting the mean, normalization, mirroring, reduction, etc. These features can be configured by parameters. Generally use Data layer, this type of Layer reads LevelDB or LMDB forms, but there is data layer which directs read image form. 2) Visual layer: mainly is Convolution layer and Pooling layer. The former is the core of convolutional neural network and also the main core of feature extraction through convolutional arithmetic. The latter is mainly used to reduce the computational complexity and data dimension, and achieve the effect by sampling the largest maximum and mean filter. 3) Activation layer: Conduct function transformation to Blob's data (that is, the feature graph group). The function is to make certain features be more obvious. 4) Inner Product layer: Convert input to one-dimensional variables, especially when converting network data to category labels; SoftmaxWithLoss layer and Accuracy layer are all reference values when outputs are taken as measure training and test results.
Face recognition using Caffe
For network training, the choice of data sets is very important. The database does not provide a special test set, which needs to be divided. There is no explicit requirement on the ratio of training set to test set. In general, it is sufficient to ensure that the amount of data in both sets is enough, and the amount of data in each type is enough to meet the requirements [8] .
Pretreatment of face data.
Ace data pretreatment is very important, which can be divided into face pretreatment and general image pretreatment. Face pretreatment includes face detection, face alignment and face cutting [9] . Face detection refers to the detection of the part of the face in the image. Face alignment refers to align all the faces in all the images of the data set to the same angle and cut face part as shown in Fig.  1 This can be done with FaceTools, a Python-implemented tool (by RiweiChen: https:// github. com/ RiweiChen/FaceTools). 2) Subtract the image file from the dataset mean. This work is mainly to make sample pixels fall near 0, reducing the amount of computation. And some initialization algorithms require that the input data have a mean value of zero. In some special cases, it also prevents certain network weights from becoming #QNAN (Infinity).
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3) Normalized. Normalizing the pixel values to [0, 1) interval by setting the scale parameter at Data layer to be 0.00390625 (ie 1/256), which in some cases can prevent some of the network's weights from becoming #QNAN. 4) Change size. In Caffe training image files, each image requires the same size. resize_height and resize_width can be set when converting images into LevelDB/LMDB to modify the size [2] . 5) Convert to grayscale. In most classifications, color is not an important feature, but it consumes more computation. If RGB image is converted to grayscale, three channels can be converted to one channel, which can reduce the amount of computation. 6) Cut. During training, image of a certain size is cut randomly from the sample image (but in the test, the image is cut out from the middle of the sample image), and the purpose is also to increase the amount of data.
Neural network structure.
Since this is a simple dichotomizer, features can be extracted without the need for a particularly complex network [10] . Reference Caffe routines, build a face recognition network, as shown in Fig.  2 . Building a neural network is very difficult and requires a lot of time. In general, it can be continuously modified on networks that have achieved higher accuracy, followed by training [11] . In order to speed up the training rate, the already trained Caffe model can be loaded for fine tuning.When using Caffe for neural network training, the most important setting is batch_size parameters of Data layer in the network file. The experiment results which show the training results of LeNet on MNIST data set are shown in Table 1 Table 1 : Adding batch_size can make the network training be more stable and the number of iterations needed be less, but the time to complete one iteration be longer; reducing batch_size may lead to the wrong gradient declining, reduce the network training stability and make the number of iterations needed be more, but the time to complete one iteration be shorter. When batch_size is increased to a certain extent, the product of the iteration times and the iteration time reaches the minimum, and batch_size is the most reasonable.
In addition, parameter settings of base_lr, gamma and momentum in solver.prototxt are also very important. base_lr and momentum are respectively correspond and of SGD. Learning rate cannot be chosen too much, otherwise it will lead to some parameters quickly toward infinity. Because it would cause the gradient of offset in the direction be too large, causing it to shift beyond the pole to a larger value than itself. Then repeat this process to make it rapidly tend to infinity, in order to make the network be in an unusable state. Gamma parameter is to adjust base_lr when each stepsize is achieved under the lr_policy: "step". Because after a certain degree of iteration, it is difficult for to achieve better performance at a higher learning rate 伪, which requires a smaller learning rate. Finally, momentum parameter is related to the amount of computation, generally taking 0.5 to 0.9. When adjusting base_lr to be smaller, it shall be adjusted accordingly multiples.
Experiment results
Neural networks are usually used for face recognition in the way of classification. In fact, neural network can be used in face recognition. Images can be converted into "face" and "non-face" to be identified. After training the corresponding caffe model, each scale and each possible sliding window can be classified. The windows which are classified into "face" are the detected face areas. This set of faces uses 1570 photos in Dataset Face under ImageNet, a non-face set uses a non-face set provided by MITEx and a total set of seven different Datasets randomly selected in ImageNet.
1) Non-Face sets select from MITEx. All the data is converted to grayscale. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 3 After 4000 times of iteration, the accuracy is over 90%. 
Conclusion
In this paper, face recognition is achieved through building a neural network with deep learning framework Caffe. From the experimental results, it achieves the expected goal. In the specific experiment, we should pay attention to the following three questions [12] : First, deep networks consume large amounts of computing and memory resources and require very long training time, if the situation allows, smaller networks shall be used; Second, overly simple networks may be difficult to extract the appropriate classification features. Select or build the appropriate network based on the situation; Third, the number of data setting samples shall be sufficient or it is easy to fall into the case of over fitting. As it can be seen that to choose the right neural network is the key in deep learning.
